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Chapter 1541 - Chi Shui's Victory 

"Okay, let's compare it to that woman's." Ye Chen asked Chi Shui to compare it to Sao Zhinmi's. 

Sao Zhinmi was still unfinished, she was still unfinished in possessing, even though beside her was a 

Master like Master Dong, in fact they took a long time to pick the stone. 

"It's been a long time, haven't you guys finished yet?" Due to the long wait, Chi Shui decided to stir up 

Sao Zhinmi. 

"Shut up, are you really sure about what you have?" Sao Zhinmi looked dissatisfied with what Chi Shui 

said, she looked dissatisfied when she heard Chi Shui make fun of her. 

"Of course, I already got one here, it can definitely beat you" Chi Shui said to Sao Zhinmi. 

"I'm sure you took another empty stone." Sao Zhinmi sneered that Chi Shui was most likely taking an 

empty stone. 

"We'll see." Chi Shui said to Sao Zhinmi, let time tell, whether Chi Shui had managed to get a good 

profound crystal or not. 

"Master Dong, please choose the best stone, I can't lose to this woman, no matter what happens, I can't 

lose." Sao Zhinmi said to Master Dong, she told him that she couldn't lose to Chi Shui. 

"Don't worry, I assure you that you will be the winner." Master Dong promised that Sao Zhinmi would be 

the winner, he vouched for what he said. 

"Good" Sao Zhinmi looked pleased with the answer given by Sao Zhinmi, it seems Sao Zhinmi needn't 

worry because beside her there is a strong master. 

After waiting for a while, Sao Zhinmi finally finished choosing, she chose a stone slightly larger than Chi 

Shui's. 

"Are you ready to lose?" Sao Zhinmi said to Chi Shui, she said whether Chi Shui was ready to lose or not. 

"You are the one who will taste defeat" Chi Shui said to Sao Zhinmi, both of them were glaring at each 

other, they looked like they were going to fight at any moment. 

The person in charge of splitting the stone was slightly frightened when he sensed the dark aura 

emanating from Chi Shui and Sao Zhinmi, they both looked like dangerous assassins. 

But since this was a chore, he couldn't run away from his responsibility to perform cleavage on the rock. 

"Give me your stone, please" the officer asked Chi Shui and Sao Zhinmi to give them the stone they had 

in their hands. 

Chi Shui and Sao Zhinmi handed over the stones in their hands, it was time for them to see what they 

chose. 

Chi Shui really wanted to know what she would get, why did Ye Chen want him so badly to choose the 

stone. 



The first stone that was opened was Sao Zhinmi's, the officer used a special tool to open Sao Zhinmi's 

stone. 

"Come on, I want something good" Sao Zhinmi wanted something good, at least give her something that 

would instantly slap Chi Shui in the face. 

The officer started cutting Sao Zhinmi's stone, just as he started cutting the stone, a red light appeared. 

"A Divine Red Profound Crystal" from the flash of light alone, Sao Zhinmi could tell if she had obtained a 

Divine Red Profound Crystal, now whether the Divine Red Profound Crystal he had obtained was large or 

small. 

After being fully opened, the contents inside were quite large, at least the Divine Red Profound Crystal 

was about 30 cm in diameter. 

"Congratulations Miss, you have a big catch" the officer congratulated Sao Zhinmi. 

"Hahaha, look at that." Sao Zhinmi laughed with satisfaction when she got a good result, the result she 

got would be very difficult for Chi Shui to beat. 

"She got very good results." Chi Shui did not expect that Sao Zhinmi would get such great results. 

"get past this if you can" Sao Zhinmi looked very confident, she was very confident about her victory. 

Chi Shui looked at Ye Chen, Ye Chen only gave Ye Chen a smile. 

After it was Sao Zhinmi's turn, now it was Chi Shui's turn, the officer started cutting the stone that Chi 

Shui had chosen. 

"It's an ugly stone, it's probably only about 10% of it." Master Dong immediately gave an assessment of 

what Chi Shui chose. 

"Hahahaha, so that's how it is" Sao Zhinmi was increasingly convinced that if victory was in sight, 10% 

was a small number that Chi Shui's chances of winning would also be very small. 

Officers began to cut about of the total stone, but until now still no visible light coming out of the stone. 

"Is it empty?" Chi Shui was starting to worry that what he took were just empty stones. 

"It's over, looks like you've hit the bare stone." Seeing that there was no sign of the deep crystal within 

the stone, Sao Zhinmi concluded that Chi Shui had gotten the blank stone. 

Chi Shui was speechless when he heard this, how should he respond to what Sao Zhinmi said. 

"Why don't you see, this is still the cutting process" Ye Chen said to Sao Zhinmi, Ye Chen told Sao Zhinmi 

that now it's still in the process of cutting, so the outcome of the bet is still unknown. 

"Never mind, just accept your defeat, this big sister will take good care of you for tonight" Sao Zhinmi 

said to Ye Chen. 

Sao Zhinmi licked her lips, she couldn't wait to play with Ye Chen, she would definitely spoil Chi Shui's a 

bit. 



"Wow this" when Sao Zhinmi had started to celebrate the victory, the officer suddenly shouted, the 

officer shouted and said with a little surprise. 

Hearing the screams from the officers, Sao Zhinmi immediately saw what was going on, when Sao 

Zhinmi saw what was happening, Sao Zhinmi was shocked by what was in front of her eyes. 

In front of his eyes was a lump of Divine Rainbow Crystal with a diameter of about 5 cm, it emitted a 

very striking color. 

"Impossible, she hit the Divine Rainbow Crystal, how is that possible" Sao Zhinmi couldn't believe what 

she saw, how could Chi Shui hit a Divine Rainbow Crystals. 

The percentage of obtaining Divine Rainbow Crystals was extremely small, it was even less than 1%, how 

could Chi Shui's luck be so big like this. 

"Wow, I got the Divine Rainbow Crystal." Chi Shui was excited, she started to hug Ye Chen who was 

beside her. 

Chi Shui used her two mountain peaks to hold Ye Chen's head, Ye Chen's head was held in the deep gap 

of the double peak. 

"Does she want to kill me again?" Ye Chen was helpless when he saw this, this woman had the capital to 

kill Ye Chen using her double peak. 

Sao Zhinmi looked dumbfounded, she couldn't believe that Chi Shui was so lucky and got the Divine 

Rainbow Crystal. 

"How did she get the Divine Rainbow Crystal, didn't you say earlier that the chances of her getting the 

reward are very small?" Sao Zhinmi started to question Master Dong who was beside her. 

"I did say that the chance was small, I didn't expect she to hit the Jackpot like that" Master Dong was 

also surprised by this, Chi Shui's luck was very good. 

"I can't breathe, let me go quickly" Ye Chen told Chi Shui to let go, He couldn't breathe when he was in 

Chi Shui's arms. 

"Sorry, I'm too excited, it's the first time I've won this much." Chi Shui said that it was the first time she 

had won this much. 

Chi Shui let go of Ye Chen, she immediately turned her attention towards Sao Zhinmi. 

"Sao Zhinmi accept your defeat now and hand over the ring" Chi Shui said to Sao Zhinmi, she asked Sao 

Zhinmi to give her the ring. 

Chapter 1542: Second half bet 

"What are you saying?, I don't understand what you're talking about" Seeing herself lose, Sao Zhinmi 

didn't want to admit the bet they agreed on, Sao Zhinmi turned into a forgetful person. 

"It's only been a few minutes, it seems that you are indeed very old, maybe you should stay home and 

start living a peaceful life" Ye Chen said to Sao Zhinmi. 



Seeing Sao Zhinmi trying to run away from her responsibilities, Ye Chen immediately gave Sao Zhinmi 

harsh words. 

" What did you say?" Sao Zhinmi was not happy when she heard Ye Chen's words, again she was called 

an old woman by Ye Chen. 

"what he said is the truth, quickly hand over your ring, you have already bet on it, if you don't want to 

give it for free, maybe I should take it by force" because Sao Zhinmi refused to give a gift to Chi Shui, Chi 

Shui didn't had no choice but to snatch what was rightfully. 

Ye Chen would certainly support Chi Shui, he would definitely support what Chi Shui did. 

No matter what happened Ye Chen had to make sure that he taught Sao Zhinmi a proper lesson, let this 

woman know that it was not good to seek trouble with them. 

Sao Zhinmi gritted her teeth, she had promised in front of several people here, if she broke her promise 

then her reputation would definitely suffer a lot. 

Sao Zhinmi was still a Matriarch in the Freedom Garden Sect, so what she did would definitely impact 

the Freedom Garden Sect. 

"This is for you" Sao Zhinmi took off the ring in her hand, she threw the ring at Chi Shui. 

Chi Shui deftly caught Sao Zhinmi's Ring, Chi Shui smiled when she got the Ring that belonged to Sao 

Zhinmi. 

Chi Shui was sure that in here there must be a lot of good stuff, Chi Shui was very sure of that. 

"This is all thanks to Ye Chen, he has given me something good." Chi Shui was very grateful towards Ye 

Chen, he had given Chi Shui something good. 

"Why don't you go?" Ye Chen asked Sao Zhinmi, why didn't Sao Zhinmi leave this place right away. 

"Why should I leave, one small loss won't let me leave easily" Sao Zhinmi said to Ye Chen. 

Sao Zhinmi still wanted to fight again, she was still dissatisfied with her defeat. 

"Oh, so you still want to continue" Ye Chen just smiled when he heard what Sao Zhinmi said, this woman 

still wanted to continue fighting against Ye Chen and Chi Shui. 

"Of course, I will avenge the previous defeat, before it was just luck" Sao Zhinmi said to Ye Chen and Chi 

Shui. 

Ye Chen and Chi Shui looked at each other, both only smiling as they listened to what Sao Zhinmi had to 

say. 

"What we will do?" Chi Shui asked Ye Chen, she wanted Ye Chen's opinion on this matter. 

"Let's extort her" Ye Chen invited Chi Shui to extort everything that Sao Zhinmi had, this was a golden 

opportunity to extort Sao Zhinmi's possessions. 

"You are very naughty, but I like it" what Ye Chen thought might be very mischievous, but Chi Shui really 

liked what Ye Chen thought. 



"Okay if you say like that, but this time you will go and face younger brother Ye Chen" Chi Shui agreed 

with what Sao Zhinmi wanted, but he would not play alone, this time let Ye Chen play with Sao Zhinmi. 

The source of this content is f r e e w e b n o v e l. c o m 

"Are you trying to belittle me?" Sao Zhinmi felt belittled by Chi Shui, why did Chi Shui suddenly tell Ye 

Chen to fight Sao Zhinmi. 

"Are you afraid, if you can't win then why are you fighting me?" Chi Shui said to Sao Zhinmi. 

"Just look at you" Sao Zhinmi felt angry when she heard what Chi Shui said, she didn't accept what Chi 

Shui said. 

"Okay, but don't be sorry for what happened" Sao Zhinmi said to Chi Shui, hopefully Chi Shui will not 

regret what happened. 

"I won't regret what happened." Chi Shui would not regret, on the contrary she was very confident in Ye 

Chen's abilities. 

"You have nothing else, so what do you want to bet?" Ye Chen asked Sao Zhinmi 

"Who said I don't have, look at this" Sao Zhinmi pulled San Tiaye, she pulled everything that San Tiaye 

had. 

"what are you doing, quickly give me" Sao Zhinmi told San Tiaye to give her everything he had. 

" Why should I?" San Tiaye said to Chi Shui, he complained to Chi Shui who suddenly blackmailed him. 

"I don't care, give it to me as soon as possible" Sao Zhinmi told San Tiaye to quickly give her what she 

wanted, otherwise San Tiaye would suffer the consequences. 

" Okay, okay. . . ." San Tiaye nodded he gave Sao Zhinmi what she wanted. 

"Shui, what is the relationship between these two people, there seems to be something strange about 

the two of them?" Ye Chen asked Chi Shui. 

"The two of them are just husband and wife in position, their relationship might be much more 

complicated and free than you think" Chi Shui said to Ye Chen. 

Chi Shui explained that Sao Zhinmi and San Tiaye's relationship was very free, they were too free to 

change partners every day. 

Ye Chen of course immediately understood what Chi Shui wanted to say, they turned out to be such a 

couple, Ye Chen couldn't think how such a relationship could be realized. 

"Okay let's have another bet, this time I want everything you have" Sao Zhinmi said to Chi Shui, she 

wanted all the things that belonged to her that were previously taken by Chi Shui. 

"Okay I agree" Chi Shui very quickly agreed with what Sao Zhinmi said, they immediately made a bet in 

this second round. 

"Are we going to play the game like before?" Ye Chen asked Sao Zhinmi 



Ye Chen wanted to know what kind of game Sao Zhinmi wanted. 

"No, I don't like small ones, I want big ones" Sao Zhinmi said to Ye Chen. 

Sao Zhinmi didn't like small things, that's why she opted for something bigger. 

Author's note: don't think anything weird. . . . .:). 

"Oh, you mean you want a bigger stone bet" Ye Chen said to Sao Zhinmi. 

"Yes it is" Sao Zhinmi nodded, she wanted to bet a bigger stone with Ye Chen. 

"okay I agree" Ye Chen agreed, they will bet the biggest stone in this place. 

Stones with large sizes were few in number, so they wouldn't be able to pick out too many. 

In addition, the price of the stone will be very expensive, it is not easy to buy a stone with a very large 

size. 

Seeing that the battle was getting more and more interesting, people started to come and see, it was 

rare for people to buy large stones, if they weren't prepared they could lose a lot of money. 

"Husband, which one will you choose?" Chi Shui asked which piece of stone Ye Chen would choose. 

"Let me have a look for a while" Ye Chen said that he would look around for a while. 

On the other side. 

"Master Dong, don't make the same mistake as before, otherwise you will suffer the consequences" Sao 

Zhinmi warned Master Dong not to make a mistake, if Sao Zhinmi lost, someone might lose their life. 

"I see.." Master Dong nodded, he couldn't avoid the heavy responsibility. 

Chapter 1543 - Looks Like This Time We Have The Same Fate 

Sao Zhinmi doesn't want to lose to Chi Shui, this time she has to prove that she has the ability to beat 

Chi Shui. 

Sao Zhinmi watched Ye Chen and Chi Shui, she wanted to know if they had a strategy to defeat her. 

"How about we just take this." Ye Chen pointed at one of the largest boulder with a price that could be 

said to be very expensive. 

"But the price is very expensive, that's also a little dubious?" Chi Shui wasn't sure what Ye Chen had just 

chosen, he saw that the price of this stone lump was very expensive. 

The price of this boulder was worth 50,000 profound crystals, that was an enormous amount. 

"But I want this" Ye Chen said that if he wanted the stone, Ye Chen wanted the contents in it. 

Chi Shui didn't understand, even though this stone was very expensive, expending 50,000 profound 

crystals was an act that could be very detrimental, if they didn't get anything it would be a huge loss. 

"You don't have to worry, I will buy it with my own money" Ye Chen said to Chi Shui that he would buy 

this with his own money. 



"huh. . ?." Chi Shui was quite surprised when she heard this, Chi Shui did not expect that Ye Chen would 

buy this using his own savings. 

"Are you sure you have that many Profound Crystals, otherwise I can still give you one?" Chi Shui said to 

Ye Chen. 

Chi Shui was afraid that Ye Chen did not have many profound crystals, which was why Chi Shui intended 

to give a few more to Ye Chen. 

Chi Shui was quite good, she was still thinking about Ye Chen who might not have that many profound 

crystals. 

"I have a very large amount of profound crystals, you don't need to worry too much about it." Ye Chen's 

number of profound crystals could be said to be very large, so Chi Shui didn't have to worry about Ye 

Chen's financial problems. 

Chi Shui gaped, she didn't expect that Ye Chen had so many profound crystals in his hands. 

Ye Chen and Sao Zhinmi finally finished choosing the stones they were going to split. 

"Oh, so you have chosen too, this time prepare for your defeat" Sao Zhinmi said to Ye Chen, she looked 

very confident with the stone she got. 

The boulder that Sao Zhinmi chose was only 15,000 Divine Red Profound Crystals, this amount was 

already quite fantastic even for Sao Zhinmi's class. 

Even if compared to Ye Chen, this amount is still very small, Ye Chen's is 3 times more expensive than 

Sao Zhinmi's. 

"Women first." Ye Chen invited Sao Zhinmi to go first. 

"Look at this carefully." Sao Zhinmi stepped forward, she would split this super-large stone, the owner 

has the right to cut the stone without any officers intervening. 

Sao Zhinmi took the sword, she began to slash and cut the large stone that had been bought. 

Everyone was very curious about the stone that Sao Zhinmi had chosen and bought, everyone would 

naturally very curious about this matter, considering the price that Sao Zhinmi had paid was quite large 

"slash" With one move that looked very beautiful, Sao Zhinmi managed to split the rock into two pieces. 

"look carefully" Sao Zhinmi told Ye Chen and everyone else to take a good look at what he got. 

"Oh . . . " Everyone shouted, they already cheered before they knew what Sao Zhinmi got. 

"What are you proud of, look carefully if it's empty" Ye Chen said to Sao Zhinmi. 

Ye Chen felt that Sao Zhinmi was very ridiculous, this woman had just publicly humiliated her face. 

Sao Zhinmi immediately saw, when she looked at her rock, Sao Zhinmi found that inside the rock there 

was no sign of any profound crystals, only useless lumps of earth. 



"What! ! !" Sao Zhinmi looked very angry when she found this, an aura of anger overflowed from Sao 

Zhinmi body. 

Master Dong started to sweat, he immediately left this place, if he stays in this place, it is certain that his 

life will be lost. 

" Master Dong quickly return, otherwise I will definitely make you pay for all the losses I received" Sao 

Zhinmi roared, she told Master Dong to come back and take responsibility for what she had done. 

"Fufufufufu" Chi Shui laughed when she saw what had happened, Chi Shui didn't Never felt happy like 

this, seeing Sao Zhinmi slumped was the most beautiful thing for Chi Shui. 

"Why can you laugh, the results are still undetermined, you might even get results that are much worse 

than what I had" Said Sao Zhinmi. 

"I was just laughing at what you did, your defeat was so funny, if we lost, we wouldn't react like you" 

said Chi Shui to Sao Zhinmi. 

"You" Sao Zhinmi pointed at Chi Shui, this woman must have deliberately said such things to make Sao 

Zhinmi lose more face. 

"Little brother now it's your turn, good luck" Chi Shui could only pray that Ye Chen would get something 

good. 

Even though it wasn't good, Chi Shui only hoped that Ye Chen wouldn't be like Sao Zhinmi. 

Ye Chen started to advance, he started to split his stone, unlike Sao Zhinmi, Ye Chen started to slowly 

split the stone in front of him, Ye Chen was very careful in splitting his stone. 

"Why did it take so long?" People were getting impatient with what Ye Chen was doing, it was easier to 

just split it into two parts. 

"Shut up, don't disturb his concentration." Chi Shui scolded those who dared to be rude Ye Chen. 

The moment Chi Shui intervened, almost everyone immediately fell silent, they didn't dare to voice their 

discontent towards Ye Chen. 

Chi Shui's reputation was well deserved, she easily silenced the people here. 

Ye Chen had already cut almost of a piece, but there was still no sign of a profound crystal. 

It's possible that the stone that Ye Chen took was empty, this was the same as what Sao Zhinmi got. 

"Hahaha, looks like we have the same fate this time." Seeing that Ye Chen's stone was also empty, Sao 

Zhinmi concluded that they had the same fate. 

"Not really, it's still half way, there's still a chance to get something good" Ye Chen said to Sao Zhinmi. 

Ye Chen was still optimistic about what he had, he was sure of getting something good in this lump. 

"Keep dreaming, the dream will never come true" Sao Zhinmi said that if Ye Chen was only dreaming, Ye 

Chen's dream would never come true. 



Sao Zhinmi was a little relieved, she felt that she was luckier than Ye Chen, if Sao Zhinmi remembers well 

the price of Ye Chen's stone is 3 times more expensive than hers, so if it's Zonk, then Ye Chen's loss is 

much bigger, just imagining this is enough. treat Sao Zhinmi's annoyance. 

"It should be a while" After cutting for quite a while, what Ye Chen was looking for should be very close, 

only a little more Ye Chen would get his gift. 

"Slashes. . . Ye Chen made a cut, when Ye Chen did this, a colorful light appeared and lit up this place. 

" what's that?" from the multicolored light, everyone could probably guess what Ye Chen had gotten. 

"Impossible" Sao Zhinmi couldn't believe what she was seeing, how could this happen again. 

Chapter 1544 - Red Rose Heaven Land Auction Begins 

"Did he also get the Divine Rainbow Crystal?" Everyone immediately burst into a frenzy when they saw 

Ye Chen get the Divine Rainbow Crystal. 

"It's probably just part of it, some of it might just be bare rock." Sao Zhinmi tried to cheer herself up, she 

tried to convince herself that Ye Chen couldn't possibly hit the big prize. 

"Little brother, why don't you go ahead and show the old lady" Chi Shui said to Ye Chen, she asked Ye 

Chen to show the results he had obtained. 

"No problem" Ye Chen nodded, he immediately showed what he got. 

Ye Chen continued to cut all the pieces of stone and only left the Divine Rainbow Crystal. 

"Wow, that's a huge Divine Rainbow Crystal, he really is very lucky." After all the stones were completely 

removed, everyone could see that Ye Chen had obtained an enormous amount of Divine Rainbow 

Crystals. 

It could be said that Ye Chen was very lucky, he had managed to obtain a grand prize that no one else 

had ever obtained. 

Sao Zhinmi was silent, she was speechless when she saw Ye Chen getting such a huge prize. 

"Damn, why, why did I lose again?" Sao Zhinmi was angry, why did she lose again, even though she had 

already invited the expert beside her, but how could she still lose to Chi Shui and Ye Chen. 

"Sao Zhinmi this is your second defeat, now quickly hand over your belongings" Chi Shui said to Sao 

Zhinmi. 

Chi Shui was very happy, she looked happy when she took Sao Zhinmi's belongings. 

Sao Zhinmi looked at Chi Shui, it seemed that Sao Zhinmi was starting don't like Chi Shui and Ye Chen. 

"I won't leave mine to you" this time Sao Zhinmi refused to give hers to Chi Shui. 

"Oh, so this time you refused to give the item we agreed on, it seems you are showing your true nature" 

Chi Shui said to Sao Zhinmi. 

Sao Zhinmi started to show her nature, this woman didn't want to give Chi Shui what was rightfully her. 



"Of course I refuse" Sao Zhinmi blatantly refused to give the gift that should have belonged to Chi Shui. 

"Then I have no choice but to take it by force." Seeing Sao Zhinmi refuse to give her prize, Chi Shui had 

to snatch it from Sao Zhinmi's hands. 

Chi Shui had been waiting for this, she couldn't wait to fight Sao Zhinmi anymore. 

Chi Shui and Sao Zhinmi started to bring out their strength, they used the full strength they had against 

each other. 

Because of this great power, the Red Rose Heaven Land began to tremble and shake. 

Everyone inside could sense that there was a battle going on, this was clearly a battle between people 

with very large cultivation bases. 

"Why is it like this?" Ye Chen did not expect that Chi Shui would immediately fight with Sao Zhinmi, it 

seems that Chi Shui couldn't stand Sao Zhinmi's actions. 

"Boom" Chi Shui and Sao Zhinmi started fighting, they started exchanging several blows in the air. 

Those people with weak cultivations left immediately, if they continued to stay in this place, then it was 

certain that they would be destroyed in this battle. 

"You are looking for trouble I will make you regret this" Sao Zhinmi said to Chi Shui, Chi Shui will 

definitely regret what she has done. 

"You are the one who will regret what you have done, I will definitely burn your body with this lightning" 

Chi Shui said to Sao Zhinmi. 

Chi Shui and Sao Zhinmi both attacked each other, neither of them willing to lose to the other. 

Sao Zhinmi ability was wind, so she tried to attack Chi Shui using some very sharp wind blades, on the 

other hand Chi Shui used his lightning to burn and destroy Sao Zhinmi. 

"Boom. . ., boom . . ., boom . . ., boom . . ., boom . . ., boom . . .." explosion after explosion occurred, the 

stone gambling venue started to get messed up by what Chi Shui and Sao Zhinmi were doing. 

"Shui, why don't you just end this right away" Ye Chen who was downstairs told Chi Shui to end the 

battle immediately, with Chi Shui's strength, it should be enough for her to end this battle. 

"Okay, I will listen to you" Chi Shui nodded, he would end this battle soon. 

"purple lightning domain" Chi Shui opened a domain, it seemed that she was preparing to end the 

battle. 

"Wind Garden Domain" Sao Zhinmi also didn't want to lose, she opened a domain to fight against Chi 

Shui's domination. 

The collision of the two hefty domains created a great phenomenon, this made the shaking more and 

more intense. 

The people within the Red Rose Heaven Land were starting to worry about what had happened, Chi Shui 

and Sao Zhinmi's battle was too terrifying. 



"Scram" Chi Shui controlled a large amount of lightning towards Sao Zhinmi, meanwhile Sao Zhinmi also 

started shooting a large amount of wind towards Chi Shui. 

"Boom" All explosions occurred when these two powers fought, in this fight, Chi Shui was definitely 

stronger, she was superior to Sao Zhinmi. 

"arghhh" Sao Zhinmi screamed, she screamed as she received Chi Shui's attack. 

Sao Zhinmi's body was struck by lightning, this made the thin clothes on her body evaporate, in addition 

Sao Zhinmi's body became a little dark due to this lightning strike. 

Because the lightning strike was strong enough, Sao Zhinmi's consciousness disappeared, she had 

already completely fainted from Chi Shui's powerful attack. 

Chi Shui took the treasure that was in Sao Zhinmi's body, after taking her prize, Chi Shui returned to 

where Ye Chen was. 

"Husband, sorry for making you wait so long." Chi Shui smiled at Ye Chen, she really enjoyed the brief 

battle with Sao Zhinmi. 

"You're done, then let's go." Ye Chen took Chi Shui away, Ye Chen had finished putting the Divine 

Rainbow Crystal into the storage. 

"Come on" Chi Shui embraced Ye Chen's arm, the two of them left this place. 

"I didn't expect Chi Shui to be that strong, it seems her strength has increased quite a bit" San Tiaye 

came to Sao Zhinmi, he started to help Sao Zhinmi who was currently injured. 

In the previous battle, San Tiaye did not expect that Sao Zhinmi, would lose so easily, Sao Zhinmi's 

defeat was too easy and made San Tiaye afraid, if Chi Shui could defeat Sao Zhinmi easily, then Chi Shui 

could also defeat San Tiaye easily. 

San Tiaye brought Sao Zhinmi, he took Sao Zhinmi to the place where the Freedom Garden Sect group 

was. 

After winning against Sao Zhinmi, Ye Chen and Chi Shui went to see the Seven Fairy Succubus, after 

which they headed to the auction site. 

Today there would be a big auction, everyone naturally went and attended the auction, they wanted to 

know if there was anything they could be interested in. 

Ye Chen was led to a special room, it seemed that this special room was a place that had been prepared 

for Chi Shui. 

As an important guest, of course Chi Shui had the special right to get a private room together with the 

Seven Fairy Succubus. 

The room that is obtained is very complete, there are mattresses, chairs, and many other facilities in this 

room. 

In this room is a special glass, this special glass is used to look at the auction stage, from the outside this 

glass cannot be seen, it is like a one-sided wall to block the view of outsiders. 



So even if Ye Chen did something, outsiders wouldn't be able to see what Ye Chen was doing. 

Chapter 1545 - Price Battle At Auction 

"I wonder if there's anything good up for auction?" Ye Chen wondered if there was anything good up for 

auction. 

"There must be something good" Chi Shui replied to Ye Chen, Chi Shui was very sure that there was 

something good in the auction. 

"I hope what you said is true" Ye Chen hoped that Chi Shui would tell the truth, Ye Chen really hoped 

that there was a good item in the auction. 

It would be very boring if no good items appeared in the auction this time. 

People began to arrive, people from all over the place began to arrive and gather in this auction. 

Strong people mostly occupy special rooms like Ye Chen, so Ye Chen probably won't be able to see the 

strong people who are present in the auction event. 

Plus everyone's identity was kept very well kept secret, so it would be very difficult for someone to be 

able to find out someone else's identity. 

Here Ye Chen wouldn't know who the enemy was in the auction, he should be able to bid on something 

properly. 

While waiting for the auction to fully start, Ye Chen looked down, Chi Shui and the woman beside Ye 

Chen also explained everything to Ye Chen, they all helped Ye Chen remember the people below. 

Ye Chen began to remember the people below, he began to remember every important position that 

was below him. 

"Welcome everyone, I will be the guide in today's auction." A man with a long hat on his head appeared, 

today's auction will be led by this man. 

" Clap . . ., Clap . ., Clap . ., Clap . ., Clap . ." everyone gave quite a standing ovation, they all gave a round 

of applause because the auction was about to start. 

"You must have waited a long time for the auction event to begin, today there will be a lot of amazing 

items waiting for you, I hope you have prepared a lot of profound crystals because you won't be 

bringing items home here easily" the auctioneer said to everyone. people in this place. 

Everyone already knew that it would not be easy for them to get what they wanted, today there were a 

lot of strong people, so they would have a lot of competition. 

"Okay, let's go straight to the first item, the first item that appears is the Black & White Star Stone, this is 

a stone containing Yin & Yang, this is something that is suitable for those of you who are present in this 

place" the auctioneer immediately explained the first item that was presented. will be auctioned. 

Several people were immediately excited when they heard this, they all seemed very happy about this. 



"The opening price for the Black & White Star Stone is 300 Divine Red Profound Crystals," the auctioneer 

said to the crowd. 

" 325 ! ! ! !" 

" 350 ! ! ! !" 

" 400 ! ! ! !" 

People started bidding, they raised the price of the stone pretty quickly. 

"Black & White Star Stone, it's a pretty good item, but not very useful to me." The Black & White Star 

Stone were indeed quite good, but they weren't very useful to Ye Chen, so Ye Chen decided to skip this. 

"1,000 ! ! ! !" finally after bidding, someone raised the price up to 1,000. 

"Is there no one else who wants to increase the price?" asked the auctioneer to the people in this place. 

The price of the Black & White Star Stone had already reached 1,000, so there was no point in them 

making an offer. 

"Oh, I see, then congratulations to the master over there for getting the Black & White Star Stone" the 

auctioneer congratulated the person who got the Black & White Star Stone. 

" Clap . . ., Clap . . ., Clap . . ., Clap . . ., Clap . . ..," people clapped, they let the Black & White Star Stone 

fall into someone else's hands. 

After finishing selling the Black & White Star Stone, the auction entered the second round, in this second 

round the item being auctioned was a Cultivation book. 

"viewers, this is a cultivation book called the Phoenix majesty art, you all may be interested in this book" 

the auctioneer informed the second item up for auction. 

"Phoenix majesty art, what is it?" Ye Chen was a little curious about the book being auctioned, he might 

have to find out a bit about the book. 

"The starting price of this book is 1,000 Divine Red Profound Crystal, please make your bids" the 

auctioneer started to open the price. 

"1,100 ! ! ! ! " 

"1,150 ! ! ! !" 

"1,250 ! ! ! !" 

Some people started to raise the price, they started to raise the price of Phoenix majesty art, they all 

made quick bids. 

Ye Chen used God Eyes, he started to determine what he would get if he bought Phoenix majesty art. 

After using God Eyes, Ye Chen discovered that inside is the Art of making a woman reach extraordinary 

heights. 

That way couples will feel happy while doing Dual Cultivation. 



"Hmmm, this seems like an interesting book, I might have to get this for my lady" Ye Chen decided to 

take part. 

" 5,000 ! ! ! " Ye Chen opened the price, he immediately raised the price by 2x. 

"Who is it?" Everyone immediately looked in the direction of the person who dared to increase the price 

by 2x, when they searched for the source of the sound, they found that the owner was someone from 

the VIP room 

from the VIP room, it's not strange that this person dared to increase the price by 2x, this must be 

someone with unlimited resources. 

5,000 is just like a piece of cake for the people in the VIP room. 

" Looks like someone from our guests bid 5,000, is it any of you dare to go against this person" the 

auctioneer asked, he asked the people in this place. 

People started to doubt, the price that Ye Chen opened was very high, they couldn't possibly compete 

easily. 

Plus it's still early, so how can they be too extravagant at the start of the auction. 

"10,000" suddenly someone has raised the price by 2x. 

"Who else is this" o people started to be curious, they immediately looked for the person who raised the 

price. 

The person who had just raised the price turned out to be from the VIP Room. 

"Wow, this is a battle of great people" Knowing the person who raised the price of the VIP room, 

everyone became a little excited, it seems that this will be a fierce battle. 

"Who is this, who is trying to fight against me?" Ye Chen didn't know who dared to try to fight him, this 

person must be rich. 

"11,000 ! ! !" Ye Chen raised the price again, he didn't want to lose just like that. 

"22,000" the other party didn't want to lose, he again raised the price by 2x. 

Ye Chen was shocked by what his enemy was doing, to be honest this person was very bold in raising the 

price 

"Husband, who is that, how can he easily increase the price, I am not sure if he is an ordinary person" 

Chi Shui immediately felt strange, rarely there the one who dared to raise the price to this high. 

" I also do not know. . . ." Ye Chen also didn't know who this person was, for sure this person was trying 

to find trouble with Ye Chen. 

"I'll see" Ye Chen decided to see the person who tried to fight him, Ye Chen wanted to know who was 

trying to face him head on. 

Chapter 1546 - Yong Hu Looking For Trouble 



Ye Chen used God Eyes to find out who was fighting against him. 

Using God Eyes, Ye Chen instantly knew who the person who had been trying to find trouble with him. 

It turned out to be a slave seller Yong Hu, he was the one who tried to fight and fight over the Phoenix 

majesty art. 

"Husband, who is that?" Chi Shui was curious as to who the person who was trying to find trouble with 

Ye Chen was. 

"It was just a fat man trying to make trouble with us back then" Ye Chen didn't really remember Yong 

Hu, so he said that this was a fat man looking for trouble with them. 

"Oh, is it Yong Hu, not strange, he does have a lot of resources" Chi Shui said to Ye Chen. 

Chi Shui didn't seem surprised when she heard this, that fat fellow was indeed capable of that, he had 

quite a number of profound crystals in his body. 

"What are you going to do, are you going to give up?" Chi Shui asked Ye Chen. 

"Give up, it's funny, I have a lot of profound crystals, playing with this person is not a problem for me" 

Ye Chen still has a lot of money, he still has the profound crystals that he previously got from Yong Hu. 

Ye Chen was going to use that thing against Yong Hu, Ye Chen was very confident in what he had. 

"23,000" Ye Chen again raised the price, he again raised the price to fight Yong Hu. 

"25,000" Yong Hu still didn't want to give up, he still kept raising the price for the Phoenix majesty art. 

The price continued to rise, in the blink of an eye the Phoenix Majesty Art touched almost 50,000. 

Honestly this is an amazing price, this is only the second item, how can the price have reached this point. 

"Bastard, who is this rich man, how can anyone compete with me to this extent" Yong Hu couldn't 

believe anyone could compete with him, this was his first time seeing someone who could compete with 

him. 

"Master, although the Phoenix majesty art is quite good, it is not worthy of 50,000" the comfort woman 

at the side started to remind Yong Hu that the Phoenix majesty art was not worthy of 50,000 Divine Red 

Profound Crystals. 

"Yeah, you're probably right, it's not worth 50,000 Divine Red Profound Crystals, I'd better just give up, 

what I'm after is still very far away, I shouldn't waste too many resources on a technique like this" Yong 

Hu finally gave up, there's still a special item that Yong Hu wanted. 

Since Yong Hu had completely surrendered, then the victor in this battle would be Ye Chen. 

"I have to pay a lot more than what I should, it seems I have to make this person pay too" because of 

Yong Hu's actions Ye Chen had to pay more, this was not very pleasant because Ye Chen had to pay 

more for the Phoenix majesty art. 

"Ye Chen, why do you want this technique so much, do you want your woman to learn this?" Seven Fairy 

Succubus asked Ye Chen. 



"Of course, I don't think it's a bad technique for you guys" Ye Chen said to the Seven Fairy Succubus 

beside him. 

The Seven Fairy Succubus members blushed as they listened to what Ye Chen said, they were quite red 

when they heard Ye Chen wanted them to learn Seven Fairy Succubus. 

Seven Fairy Succubus of course knew what Ye Chen wanted, Ye Chen wanted them to look even more 

seductive on the bed. 

"Fufufufu" Chi Shui smiled she was happy that Ye Chen was still thinking about them in this kind of 

situation. 

The auction resumed, now the third item was a pill that would increase vitality and effect when doing 

Dual Cultivation. 

Of course there were many people who immediately bid on the pill item, they all immediately bid at a 

high price. 

Yong Hu bid again, he again bid with a high price. 

"time for revenge" it was time for Ye Chen to take revenge for what Yong Hu had done, Ye Chen raised 

the price several times for Yong Hu. 

"Damn this guy again, he's trying to find trouble with me" Yong Hu was quite annoyed when he saw the 

person in Vip's room who came back against him. 

"I won't lose, 50,000" Yong Hu raised the price again, he raised the price again to make Ye Chen give up. 

"50,001" Ye Chen raised the price, he raised one price at the very back. 

"Bastard, 100,000" Yong Hu was furious he raised the price to 100,000. 

"Wow, it's over 100,000" Everyone was shocked when they saw the price soar to 100,000, this was the 

highest auction price ever. 

"hehe, feel it" Ye Chen paused after making Yong Hu pay, he let this fat man feel the consequences for 

daring to challenge him. 

Yong Hu felt something was wrong, why would he pay such a high price for just a pill, when this pill 

might not be that expensive. 

"This guy, just watch out" Yong Hu was quite angry, he would definitely do bad things to Ye Chen. 

The auction was quite disappointing, after the Phoenix majesty art there was nothing that Ye Chen was 

interested in. 

Ye Chen had only been teasing Yong Hu by raising the price of this fat man's property. 

Ye Chen's strategy was excellent, he was able to make Yong Hu lose countless profound crystals in this 

auction. 

"Damn it, why do I keep losing" Yong Hu is helpless, why does he always lose to Ye Chen, every time 

Yong Hu wants to stop, he is always preceded by Ye Chen, this makes him very annoyed. 



"Okay, everyone after a long wait, finally we have arrived at the very core, here you will see the most 

excellent items in this auction" the auctioneer said to everyone that this is the last part, this is what we 

have been waiting for. waiting by everyone in this place. 

Everyone had been waiting for this moment for a long time, they all couldn't wait to see what kind of 

item would be up for auction. 

"This is it, welcome" the auctioneer ordered everyone to give a welcome. 

Everyone started clapping, they started clapping and started to see what would be shown. 

A few moments later a woman in very closed clothes appeared, this of course made everyone feel 

confused. 

" what's this?" Everyone looked very confused, they all looked confused by what was happening. 

Some people already know that there will be an auction for slaves, it seems this woman is the slave in 

question. 

"That woman, isn't that the woman I saved earlier?" Ye Chen remembered who this woman was, she 

was definitely the woman in the group at that time. 

"I thought she was a young woman from a rich family, it seems that my guess was wrong" Seeing the 

woman this was on stage, Ye Chen could already deduce the identity of this woman. 

"she is a very special woman, you may never see her in your lifetime" the auctioneer informed that they 

might never see a woman like this in their lives. 

" what's so special about that woman?" What the auctioneer just said was clearly an insult, the average 

man here is someone with experience, they've certainly met a lot of women, so what's so special about 

this woman. 

"Young lady, why don't you show a little bit of your skills and make them all understand you" The 

auctioneer told the beautiful lady to show her power. 

. 

Chapter 1547 - Qi Yunzhi 

The young woman nodded, she began to remove the hood and artifact that was on her body. 

When the hood and artifact on his body were removed, the entire room was instantly enveloped by an 

extremely powerful enchantment. 

The innate charm possessed by this woman is very strong, both men and women feel very excited when 

they see women. 

"What the hell is this woman, how does she have such strong charm." Chi Shui and the members of the 

Seven Fairy Succubus were flustered when they saw the woman who had just appeared. 

Even Chi Shui who had a special body capable of seducing men with ease had to acknowledge this 

woman's strength. 



"The charm is extraordinary, even women can be influenced, who is this woman?" Chi Shui couldn't help 

but wonder, how this woman possessed such a powerful and terrifying innate charm like this. 

"She hasn't even used a technique yet, it's pure without being contrived." Ye Chen could immediately 

see that this woman hadn't even used a technique, it was purely out of this mysterious woman's body. 

"If she is given an enchantment technique, I am afraid that everyone can kneel before her" Chi Shui 

couldn't think what if the woman in front of her was given an enchantment technique, it would 

definitely be a terrible thing, she could control everyone in this place. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, introduce yourself this is Miss Qi Yunzhi, she is the star of the night, she comes 

from a very famous brothel, her beauty is greatly admired by many in this world, she has also been 

trained strictly so she will not let you down , plus she is still a pure virgin" the auctioneer told everyone 

about Qi Yunzhi, he told the origin of this woman. 

"Wow great, it's rare, it seems she really deserves to be in this place" people began to understand why 

this woman deserves to be in this place, she has something that can make both men and women 

interested and want to have it. 

Right now only a little bit of Qi Yunzhi's beauty was exposed, the auctioneer had deliberately done this 

so as not to cause a commotion in this place. 

Qi Yunzhi's charm and beauty was something that was not easy for normal people to handle, those with 

weak minds would be easily controlled by Qi Yunzhi's Charm. 

Even some people have started to lose control of what is happening. 

Guards were alerted, they lined up to secure this place so there would be no commotion, if anything 

happened, then they would immediately stop the troublemakers. 

"This woman's charm is getting stronger and stronger, it seems that it is not easy to withstand this 

strong charm." Ye Chen saw that the situation was getting more and more dangerous, people were 

starting to lose control because of Qi Yunzhi's actions. 

Among the people in this place, it could be said that men were the most impervious, they had a hard 

time resisting Qi Yunzhi's charms. 

Even Ye Chen seemed to be having a hard time resisting Qi Yunzhi's charm, just looking at Qi Yunzhi 

made Ye Chen's younger brother below wake up. 

"This woman is indeed something." Ye Chen had to admit that this woman was indeed something. 

Ye Chen looked at Qi Yunzhi, Ye Chen could feel the sadness in Qi Yunzhi's heart. 

"She seems sad." Ye Chen saw that Qi Yunzhi looked sad, it was likely that she didn't like her current life. 

"Master, are you unwilling to help her?" Chu Yuechan asked Ye Chen, she asked if Ye Chen was not 

willing to help Qi Yunzhi out of this situation. 

"Yuechan, how many resources do I have now?" Ye Chen asked how many resources he had right now. 



"You should have quite a lot of resources within the fairy gate storage, if I'm not mistaken, the number 

of Divine Red Profound Crystals should be over hundreds of millions" Chu Yuechan replied. 

"Then I don't need to hold back" Since Chu Yuechan said Ye Chen had a lot of Divine Red Profound 

Crystals, then Ye Chen didn't need to hold back too much. 

"Do whatever you want, I will try to support you as best I can" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen to do whatever 

he wanted, Ye Chen didn't need to hold back so much for this kind of thing. 

Profound crystals might be searchable, but a woman like this probably wouldn't can be found easily, so 

if given a choice, Chu Yuechan will definitely choose to use the Divine Red Profound Crystal to bet. 

" I like this woman, I think I should get this woman" Yong Hu is also interested in Qi Yunzhi, he wants to 

get Qi Yunzhi. 

"quickly tell the price" Everyone ordered to open the price, they all wanted to bid Qi Yunzhi a high price. 

"Please calm down" The auctioneer told everyone to calm down, somehow this place became so 

chaotic, people looks like a hungry wolf that has seen its prey. 

" The starting price for Miss Qi Yunzhi is 100,000, all of you are welcome to start an offer" the auctioneer 

opens the initial price, everyone is welcome to start bidding. 

"101,000 ! ! !" 

"111,000 ! ! !" 

"125,000 ! ! !" 

"150,000 ! ! !" 

"200,000 ! ! !" 

The price went up very quickly, in a matter of seconds, the auction price had reached 200,000. 

"10,000,000" A loud scream resounded, this instantly stopped everyone from making an offer. 

"Who is that madman?" Everyone was shocked as they listened to what happened, they were all 

completely taken aback by the extremely unreasonable offer. 

10,000,000 Divine Red Profound Crystals was a large amount, it was enough to tens of thousands of the 

best slaves from slave traders. 

The person who just opened the price was of course Ye Chen, Ye Chen directly raised the price to a very 

high limit. 

"Who is this madman, who paid so much for a woman's first night, he is really crazy" people started to 

think Ye Chen was crazy. 

"Who is this madman, where did he come from?" The confident Yong Hu was taken aback by what Ye 

Chen had done, he himself did not dare to bid such a high price, even though Qi Yunzhi looked tempting 

and full of charm, 10 million was a large amount. even a Yong Hu class might take a long time to gather 

this large amount of profound crystals. 



"Should I play with him, but this is very risky" Yong Hu doubted whether he should play with Ye Chen, 

Yong Hu wanted to take revenge for what happened earlier. 

But this is too risky, obviously if he plays, then Yong Hu can suffer a big loss. 

"Are none of you willing to bid anymore?" The auctioneer trembled slightly, he looked confused when 

he heard this from Ye Chen. 

Honestly he didn't expect that Qi Yunzhi would be of such great value, it was far from what the 

auctioneer could imagine. 

Everyone was silent, no fool would want to snatch from Ye Chen. 

"Husband, you are really surprising, I didn't expect that you would be so rich" Chi Shui did not expect 

that Ye Chen would easily spend 10 million profound crystals to buy a slave, with 10 million it was 

already able to train countless slaves, and Ye Chen had just used it to buy a slave, it was naturally quite 

shocking. 

"So no one is willing to bid, then the winner is the master in the VIP room over there" the auctioneer 

quickly gave Ye Chen victory, he was afraid that Ye Chen would go back on his words. 

Qi Yunzhi looked very curious about the person who had bought her, she wanted to know what kind of 

rich person had bought her. 

Chapter 1548 - Tore The Contract In Front Of Qi Yunzhi 

After Ye Chen won the auction, Qi Yunzhi was taken away to the place of redemption, after Ye Chen 

made the redemption, then he could take Qi Yunzhi away with him. 

"I'll go and see" Ye Chen said that he would go and see the state of the Qi Yunzhi. 

"Do you need company?" Chi Shui asked Ye Chen, she asked if Ye Chen needed to be accompanied by 

her. 

"That's not necessary, I'm afraid you'll scare her" Ye Chen said to Chi Shui. 

Chi Shui smiled when she heard what Ye Chen said, she smiled when she heard what Ye Chen just said. 

The Seven Fairy Succubus couldn't do much, they couldn't follow Ye Chen to the pick-up point. 

Ye Chen left the VIP room, he went and headed to the payment counter. 

Ye Chen paid for the number of items purchased, Ye Chen quickly finished everything, after he finished 

completing the payment, he was invited to go see Qi Yunzhi who was already waiting at the designated 

place. 

The servant's attitude was very respectful, it was probably because Ye Chen had spent a lot of his 

resources in the auction, what Ye Chen had just done was something that not just anyone could do, so it 

wouldn't be strange for the servant in this place to treat Ye Chen with kindness. very good. 

"Young master, young lady Qi is inside, please enjoy your time." The servant invited Ye Chen to come in, 

Qi Yunzhi was currently waiting for him in the room. 



Ye Chen opened the door, he immediately entered the room where Qi Yunzhi was. 

When Ye Chen entered, he was already greeted with a very fragrant fragrance, this fragrance is quite 

tickling. 

It seems that this room has been very well prepared, Ye Chen can immediately knew that this was 

specially prepared to welcome Ye Chen's arrival. 

Ye Chen looked ahead, he saw the presence of Qi Yunzhi, beside Qi Yunzhi there was a woman who 

looked very seductive and quite beautiful. 

This woman looked young, even though she was still young, she exuded a temperament that felt 

extremely experienced. 

In the God Realm, Ye Chen could not immediately conclude that the woman in front of him was a young 

woman, here one could not judge women by their appearance. 

The woman beside Qi Yunzhi smiled, she smiled with full of hospitality towards Ye Chen. 

"Welcome young master, my name is Yun Rumse, I am the person in charge of Qi Yunzhi" this woman 

introduced herself, it turned out that she was the one who had cared for Qi Yunzhi to where she is 

today. 

Ye Chen just nodded, he nodded towards Yun Rumse, Ye Chen was not very interested in this woman 

named Yun Rumse, he was more interested in Qi Yunzhi. 

Qi Yunzhi was still looking down, she lowered her head in shame and didn't dare to look at Ye Chen. 

"Young master, this is Qi Yunzhi's slave contract, now it's yours." Yun Rumse gave the contract to Ye 

Chen. 

Ye Chen accepted the contract, he confirmed that it was Qi Yunzhi's contract. 

"get you to leave us" Ye Chen told Yun Rumse to leave himself together with Qi Yunzhi. 

"Of course" Yun Rumse nodded, she was going to leave Ye Chen with Qi Yunzhi, now that Qi Yunzhi 

belongs to Ye Chen, so no Yun Rumse doesn't have the right to control Qi Yunzhi's life anymore. 

"Yunzhi, you should see your new master, he is a very handsome man, you are very lucky." Yun Rumse 

told Qi Yunzhi to raise her head and look at Ye Chen. 

Hearing this Qi Yunzhi raised her head, she immediately looked at Ye Chen. 

When Qi Yunzhi looked at Ye Chen, Qi Yunzhi face suddenly turned red, it seemed that Qi Yunzhi was a 

little shy. 

"Enjoy your time, I'll go." Yun Rumse left, she gave Ye Chen and Qi Yunzhi some time to be alone. 

After Yun Rumse left the situation was a bit awkward, the atmosphere in this place seemed desolate and 

lonely, not a single word could be heard. 

"What is your name?" Ye Chen approached, he asked what the name of Qi Yunzhi was. 



"My name is Qi Yunzhi." Qi Yunzhi told Ye Chen her name. 

"Qi Yunzhi, what a beautiful name" Ye Chen said at Qi Yunzhi, Ye Chen looked at Qi Yunzhi, Qi Yunzhi 

was much more shy than Ye Chen thought. 

"So Yunzhi, let's talk a little something serious" Ye Chen said to Qi Yunzhi. 

Ye Chen wanted to talk about something serious with Qi Yunzhi. 

Qi Yunzhi looked at Ye Chen, he wanted to know what Ye Chen wanted to talk about. 

"You have to be honest in answering this, what is the biggest desire in your life?" Ye Chen asked what 

was the biggest wish in Qi Yunzhi's life. 

"The greatest wish in life" Qi Yunzhi mumbled, she mumbled while listening to what Ye Chen had to say. 

"Yeah, that's right, quickly tell me" Ye Chen told Qi Yunzhi to tell him. 

"I want to live like a normal person" Qi Yunzhi said that her biggest wish was to live like a normal person. 

"That is a very good word, then I will grant your request" Ye Chen said to Qi Yunzhi. 

Since Qi Yunzhi asked for it, Ye Chen would grant it, he destroyed the slave contract that was in his 

hands. 

What Ye Chen did was of course very shocking to Qi Yunzhi, Qi Yunzhi did not expect that Ye Chen would 

do something so crazy like that. 

Ye Chen had just bought herself for 10 million, but now that Ye Chen had destroyed her contract, Qi 

Yunzhi couldn't think of what Ye Chen wanted. 

"Why did you do that?" Qi Yunzhi asked, she asked why Ye Chen did something so crazy like this. 

"Don't you want freedom, I give you what you want, why don't you live according to what you want, I 

feel you are sad and uncomfortable with the current situation" Ye Chen said to Qi Yunzhi. 

Qi Yunzhi looked directly at Ye Chen, Qi Yunzhi's gaze at Ye Chen immediately changed as she listened to 

what Ye Chen had just said. 

In her heart Qi Yunzhi was overjoyed, she had met such a good person like Ye Chen, this was the fortune 

of a lifetime that might only come once. 

Qi Yunzhi suddenly stood up, she immediately went and hugged Ye Chen who was in front of her. 

Ye Chen was silent when he saw what Qi Yunzhi was doing, what Qi Yunzhi was doing was very sudden. 

"Thank you very much, thank you very much" Qi Yunzhi cried in Ye Chen's arms, she started to cry at 

what Ye Chen did. 

"Never mind" Ye Chen tried to calm Qi Yunzhi down, he tried his best to calm Qi Yunzhi down. 

After a while, Qi Yunzhi finally started to calm down, she started to calm down like before. 

" what's your name?" Qi Yunzhi asked Ye Chen, she asked what was Ye Chen's name. 



"My name is Ye Chen" Ye Chen told Qi Yunzhi his name. 

"So young master is Ye Chen" Qi Yunzhi said to Ye Chen. 

"Young master?, you are free, there is no need to be so formal" Ye Chen replied to Qi Yunzhi. 

"No problem, I have decided, I will follow you, I hope you can take care of me from now on.." Qi Yunzhi 

said to Ye Chen, she said with confidence. 

Chapter 1549 - Qi Yunzhi Following Ye Chen 

"Why are you suddenly saying that?" Ye Chen asked Qi Yunzhi what Qi Yunzhi did so suddenly. 

"I can't live alone, so I decided to follow you, is there a problem with it?" Qi Yunzhi asked Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was a person who could withstand Qi Yunzhi's charms, so it was not surprising that Qi Yunzhi 

would be interested in being with Ye Chen. 

Qi Yunzhi was a little afraid of the power she possessed, if she wasn't properly supervised, she might be 

directly raped by a shameless man. 

Qi Yunzhi needed someone to take care of her, she needed someone who wasn't affected by her 

charms, like Ye Chen who looked normal when he was in direct contact with Qi Yunzhi. 

If normal men had direct contact with Qi Yunzhi, they would probably be enslaved by Qi Yunzhi's 

charms. 

"But don't you want freedom like normal people?" Ye Chen asked Qi Yunzhi. 

"Yes, I did say that, but that doesn't mean I can't follow someone, I will follow you, I believe being near 

you can make me feel comfortable" said Qi Yunzhi. 

Qi Yunzhi decided to go with Ye Chen, Qi Yunzhi could feel safe and comfortable when she was with Ye 

Chen. 

Plus Ye Chen is a very kind person, it can be seen from Ye Chen who let go of her contract easily. 

"No, no, you better not do that, I am not that kind of person" Ye Chen said to Qi Yunzhi. 

"I can't believe you, you must be a very good person, I can't be wrong" Qi Yunzhi said to Ye Chen. 

"How do you know I'm a good person?" Ye Chen asked Yunzhi , Ye Chen asked how Qi Yunzhi knew he 

was a good person. 

"You are my savior and the person sent by the heavens, so you must be a good person, so please don't 

throw me away." Qi Yunzhi started to cry, she was afraid that Ye Chen would throw her away. 

"Hahaha, master ,you made her cry with what you did" Chu Yuechan giggled, she giggled when she saw 

Qi Yunzhi cry. 

"I didn't mean to do that, I just wanted her to be more free with herself" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

"She only wants to come with you, so you just pick her up and make her a maid in beside you, I'm sure 

she will" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 



Ye Chen had bought Qi Yunzhi, so Qi Yunzhi would definitely not mind if he was told to serve Ye Chen. 

"Looks like there's no choice." Ye Chen had no choice, he couldn't do much in this situation. 

Qi Yunzhi really wanted to be with Ye Chen, so there was no reason for Ye Chen to continue to refuse 

her. 

"Okay, I will let you stay by my side" Ye Chen finally said that he would let Qi Yunzhi be by his side. 

"Thank you very much, I will do my best to serve young master" Qi Yunzhi said to Ye Chen. 

"So what can you do?" Ye Chen asked what Qi Yunzhi could do. 

"I can do all the work, including the work to warm the bed" Qi Yunzhi told what she could do. 

Ye Chen almost fell down when he heard what Qi Yunzhi just said, Qi Yunzhi dared to say that she could 

warm the bed. 

"She is indeed beautiful, but I almost forgot that she grew up in a brothel, so her brain must be a bit 

lecherous too." Ye Chen remembered that Qi Yunzhi grew up in a brothel, surely Qi Yunzhi had received 

a lot of education on intimate matters such as male and female relationships. 

"Her charm is still strong, even though she has used an artifact on her body." Ye Chen struggled a little 

while trying to get close to Qi Yunzhi, this woman's innate charm was immense, she was able to excite 

Ye Chen from just a few brief contacts. 

"Yuechan, I need something that can suppress this woman's charm." Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan to give 

him a tool to suppress Qi Yunzhi's charm. 

"I don't think I have anything strong like that, you know that the Nuwa Ring I have you gave to Lanling, 

so I don't have an artifact capable of sealing Qi Yunzhi's enchantment, plus the enchantment she has is 

much easier to control, so it can definitely be trained" Chu Yuechan said firmly. 

Qi Yunzhi and Fu Lanling were slightly different, Fu Lanling's enchantment only appeared when her face 

was exposed, meanwhile Qi Yunzhi's enchantment radiated from the whole body and spread in all 

directions, the radius was wide enough to confuse a city. 

"It seems that there is no other way but to train it." Since Chu Yuechan had no means, Ye Chen could 

only help Qi Yunzhi. 

"Yunzhi come here" Ye Chen told Qi Yunzhi to come closer, he had some things he wanted to talk about. 

"Okay, I'll listen to you" Ye Chen's style is very dignified, in Qi Yunzhi's eyes Ye Chen is like a very 

handsome young master and full of charisma. 

"Yunzhi, did you know you have a very large innate charm?" Ye Chen asked Qi Yunzhi. 

"Yeah, I know about it, because of this not many people are able to interact with me, this also makes me 

less daring in interacting with the opposite sex, whenever I try to speak, the boys will start turning into 

monsters that try to attack me" Qi Yunzhi told Ye Chen about what happened to her. 

"It seems that it is very troublesome," said Ye Chen to Qi Yunzhi. 



"It's really very troublesome, I just want to live a normal life, but it looks like it's impossible to do" Qi 

Yunzhi said to Ye Chen. 

"Who said it was impossible, I can help you control it" Ye Chen said to Qi Yunzhi. 

"Really, didn't young master lie to me?" Qi Yunzhi's eyes started to sparkle, it seemed that she had high 

hopes when she was with Ye Chen. 

"Of course why would I lie to you?" Ye Chen had no reason to lie to Qi Yunzhi, it was useless for Ye Chen 

to lie to Qi Yunzhi. 

"Then train me right now." Qi Yunzhi asked Ye Chen to train herself. 

"Calm down, you are in too much of a hurry." Ye Chen was pleased with Qi Yunzhi's enthusiasm, but this 

woman was too hasty. 

"Okay." Qi Yunzhi nodded, she looked very obedient as she listened to Ye Chen's words. 

"Very good" Ye Chen was quite pleased with Qi Yunzhi, Qi Yunzhi was very obedient and listened to his 

word. 

"For the time being you study this first" Ye Chen asked Qi Yunzhi to learn the basic techniques of Charm, 

once Qi Yunzhi is proficient in Charm, it will be easier for Ye Chen to give directions. 

Qi Yunzhi received the book from Ye Chen, she started to open and read the contents in the book that 

was given by Ye Chen. 

"Let's go" Ye Chen took Qi Yunzhi away, he would introduce Qi Yunzhi to Chi Shui and the Seven Fairy 

Succubus. 

"Okay, I will follow wherever young master goes." Qi Yunzhi said that she would go and follow Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen took Qi Yunzhi away with himself, he returned to the VIP room where Chi Shui and the others 

were. 

When Ye Chen arrived at Ye Chen's VIP room to find that Chi Shui and the others had already left, it 

seemed that they had gone to attend a meeting between a large Dual Cultivation Sect. 

"They left first, looks like I have to catch up" Seeing Chi Shui and the others going to the meeting, Ye 

Chen decided to participate in it. 

Chapter 1550 - Young Master, Would You Like Some Tea? 

Because of the connection he had with Chi Shui, Ye Chen could easily find the whereabouts of Chi Shui, 

Chi Shui was currently in a main building in the Red Rose Heaven Land. 

"Come here, don't be too far from me" Ye Chen took Qi Yunzhi along with himself, he couldn't let Qi 

Yunzhi wander around in any place, this woman might be kidnapped by someone who wanted her 

beauty and charm. 

"young master is very kind" in her heart Qi Yunzhi was grateful to have someone like Ye Chen, Ye Chen 

was really too kind. 



Qi Yunzhi clung to Ye Chen's back, she became very close to Ye Chen. 

Qi Yunzhi had occasional close contact with Ye Chen, this woman might just do this to provoke Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was still a normal person, of course he felt special feelings when he was close to Qi Yunzhi. 

"This woman must be on purpose, I firmly believe." In his heart, Ye Chen started cursing loudly. Ye Chen 

knew that Qi Yunzhi must have done this on purpose. 

"Yunzhi's Charm is very dangerous, I must strengthen my resolve." Ye Chen had to be strong, otherwise 

he would be affected by Qi Yunzhi's Charm. 

"Fufufufu, master, this seems like a pretty good thing, you can use it to strengthen your mental and 

willpower" Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen that Ye Chen could use Qi Yunzhi to train himself. 

"Do you think this is easy to do, it is quite difficult, you should know that," Ye Chen replied to Chu 

Yuechan. 

Ye Chen still found it difficult with Qi Yunzhi, so he was still difficult when he was close to Qi Yunzhi. 

"You can do it, I really believe in your abilities." Chu Yuechan was sure that Ye Chen would be able to 

survive, it could be said that Chu Yuechan really believed in Ye Chen's abilities, Ye Chen couldn't possibly 

let him down. 

Ye Chen rubbed his nose, he gained confidence when he heard Chu Yuechan praising him. 

"I can definitely do it" Ye Chen assured himself, he was sure that he could definitely win from Qi Yunzhi's 

charm. 

Ye Chen and Qi Yunzhi arrived at a main building located in Red Rose Heaven Land. 

Around this building there are many guards guarding and securing the situation because inside there is a 

gathering of big and influential people. 

The guards looked at Ye Chen and Qi Yunzhi, when the guards looked at Qi Yunzhi, all the guards started 

to blush, they looked embarrassed when they saw Qi Yunzhi's presence. 

Qi Yunzhi was highly trained, she was able to walk and act like a high-class woman, her aura was so 

domineering that it was difficult for ordinary people to approach. 

The guards didn't stop Ye Chen, they let Ye Chen pass the guard. 

"They just let us in." Ye Chen didn't expect the guards to let Ye Chen in so easily. 

"Young master is a great person, so it wouldn't be strange for them to let you in" Qi Yunzhi said to Ye 

Chen. 

"Really, I think I'm just a weak person, how can I be called great" Ye Chen replied. 

Qi Yunzhi smiled, it seemed that Ye Chen was very low profile, she did not act and boasted like other 

people that Qi Yunzhi met frequently. 



The reason Ye Chen was able to enter so easily was because of Qi Yunzhi, please note that Qi Yunzhi's 

status was quite special, so it would not be strange for the guards not to stop Qi Yunzhi and Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen went inside, inside there were a lot of strong people sitting and making groups. 

Everyone had high cultivation, they were all Sect top brass, be it Patriarch, Matriarch or great elders and 

Clan leaders. 

Ye Chen searched for the whereabouts of Chi Shui and the others, Ye Chen quickly found the 

whereabouts of Chi Shui and the others. 

Chi Shui and the Seven Fairy Succubus appearances were very conspicuous, so it was not surprising that 

Ye Chen could easily spot their whereabouts. 

Qi Yunzhi arrival made everyone look at Ye Chen, all of them here mostly took part and participated in 

the auction, so of course they knew that this handsome young man was the one who had put out 10 

million in just one breath. 

"So he's a lunatic who bought slaves at unreasonable prices, where did he come from?" everyone 

started guessing Ye Chen's identity, they never saw Ye Chen. 

"Damn it, so he's the one who bought the slave, it's not strange, he must be very rich." Yong Hu looked 

at Ye Chen, it turned out that the person he previously fought was Ye Chen. 

It wouldn't be strange if Yong Hu kept losing, it turned out that he was back against Ye Chen in the 

auction. 

"Fortunately I didn't do anything bad last time, otherwise I would have been in big trouble" Yong Hu 

sighed as he didn't interfere in the last auction, otherwise he would probably be in bigger trouble. 

"You actually brought it with you, it seems like you are trying to make a commotion in this place" Chi 

Shui saw what Ye Chen was doing, what Ye Chen was doing must be making this place noisy. 

People probably already knew the identity of the person who had caused a stir in the auction, they all 

now knew that Ye Chen was the one who had caused a stir during the auction. 

"I can't possibly leave her, you know that she attracts a lot of hungry wolves, if I leave her you know 

what will happen to her" Ye Chen understood what Chi Shui meant, the problem was Ye Chen couldn't 

leave Qi Yunzhi alone, otherwise she will be kidnapped by hungry wolves roaming this place. 

"Ye Chen, you are so considerate of her, I'm jealous." Chi Wue and the others were envious when they 

heard Ye Chen was very considerate of Qi Yunzhi. 

"Would you like to change places with her?" Ye Chen invited everyone to change places with Qi Yunzhi. 

"I was just joking, don't be so serious" Chi Wue giggled, she just wanted to joke with Ye Chen. 

"Yunzhi, you first get to know Shui and the others." Ye Chen told Qi Yunzhi to introduce herself. 

"Well" Qi Yunzhi obeyed Ye Chen's words, she started to introduce herself to Chi Shui and the others. 



Chi Shui, Chi Yung, Chi Nan, Chi Bai, Chi Wue, Chi Maiya, Chi Rong, Chi Rou greeted quite well, they 

introduced themselves to Qi Yunzhi. 

"What kind of relationship does the young master have with all of them, they seem to have a very good 

relationship?" Qi Yunzhi became curious about the relationship that Ye Chen had with Chi Shui, Chi 

Yung, Chi Nan, Chi Bai, Chi Wue, Chi Maiya, Chi Rong, Chi Rou. 

From what Qi Yunzhi remembers, Chi Shui, Chi Yung, Chi Nan, Chi Bai, Chi Wue, Chi Maiya, Chi Rong, Chi 

Rou are women who are not easy to approach, they are all women who are not easy to get along with 

the opposite sex and used to play games with men, but what it looked like at this moment was quite 

shocking, Qi Yunzhi saw that Chi Shui and the Seven Fairy Succubus really valued Ye Chen. 

"Has it started yet?" Ye Chen asked if the meeting had started, he wanted to know if this meeting had 

started. 

"It's almost started" Chi Shui informed that the meeting was about to start, only a few important people 

had yet to arrive. 

"I see." Ye Chen nodded, it seemed that he could only wait a little longer. 

"Young master, would you like some tea?" Qi Yunzhi offered tea to Ye Chen, if Ye Chen wanted he would 

directly make it for Ye Chen. 

"Of course" Ye Chen did not refuse Qi Yunzhi good intentions, he allowed Qi Yunzhi to make tea for him. 

 


